1. DROP PIPES SHALL BE OPPOSITE FROM STEPS WHEN POSSIBLE.

NOTE:

- NEENAH R-1972-AL OR EAST JORDAN V-1601-1 WITH SEWER ON CASTING
- DROP SIZE AS SCHEDULED
- SANITARY SEWER
- 6" MIN. INV. EL. AS SHOWN ON PLANS
- MANHOLE TO PIPE CONNECTION BOOTS, INCLUDING LATERALS, SHALL BE PRESS-SEAL, KOR-N-SEAL WITH STAINLESS STEEL WEDGE, A-LOK CAST IN PLACE OR APPROVED EQUAL.
- INV. EL. AS SHOWN ON PLANS
- 4000 PSI CONCRETE OR PRECAST DROP
- FILL EXCAVATED SPACE OUTSIDE OF MANHOLE AND UNDER PIPE WITH #8 CRUSHED STONE TO A MIN. OF 6" ON EACH SIDE OF PIPE
- NATIVE UNDISTURBED SOIL
- GROUT MANHOLE BOTTOM TO PROVIDE SMOOTH FLOW CHANNEL TRANSITION